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SCREEN CYLINDER DRIER FOR FIBROUS 

MATERIAL 
Hans Fleissner, Egelsbach-Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 

assignor to Firma Fleissner & Sohn, G.m.b.l-I. & C0., 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany, ‘a corporation of Ger 

. many 

Filed June 2, 1958, Ser. No. 739,304 
3 Claims. (Cl. 34-115) 

The invention relates to a screen cylinder drier for 
?brous material in which a partial vacuum is produced 
inside the drum, thus inducing the ?brous material to ad 
here ?rmly to the screen drum. ' 
According to the invention a blower is arranged on 

each side of every screen cylinder, preferably in coaxial 
alignment. This constitutes a considerably more eco 
nomical set-up, because the e?iciency of such a screen 
cylinder drier per cubic meter of enclosed space is at a 
maximum. 7 

The basic considerations in judging a drying plant are 
drying time and drying e?iciency. Temperature and an 
even ?ow of air per unit time are of importance for the 
drying process, but there are limits beyond which tem 
perature cannot be increased because in some circum 
stances the material that is to be dried would su?er. Con 
sequently, according to the invention, greater efficiency is 
achieved-assuming plants of equal dimensions-by step 
ping up the ?ow of air. 
The fan diameter should be at least 60% of the cyl 

inder diameter. 
This increased air-?ow must be balanced with the ap 

plied heat. In the areas in which suction action is not 
desired, conventional guard plates are mounted inside 
the cylinder. 

Conveyor mechanisms may be provided between in 
dividual screen cylinders or groups of screen cylinders. 
This permits a greater distance between the individual 
screen cylinders so that the inspection hatches are more 
easily accessible. The inspection hatches of the cylinders 
are preferably in the form of closable slits and should 
be located at the periphery of each cylinder. 
To each blower heaters should be assigned whose calor 

i?c values correspond to the air throughput. To achieve 
better heat utilization all screen cylinders may be en 
closed in a housing. 
The invention is illustrated and explained in more 

detail in the drawing and the following description. 
The drawing shows: 
FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a single cylinder 

drier; 
FIG. la is a vertical sectional view taken through the 

center of P16. 1 and viewed toward the right; / 
FIG. 2 illustrates several groups of single cylinder driers 

with intervening conveyor mechanisms; 
FIG. 3 is an illustration of a multi-cylinder drier sub 

divided into groups of two screen cylinders,_and 
FIG. 4 is an elevational view of an arrangement simi 

lar to that shown in FIG. 3, but in which a perforated 
roller is provided between the ?rst two cylinders in order 
that the fleece may be conveyed smoothly from cylinder to 
cylinder. 
FIGURE 1 illustrates the housing 1 of a single cylin 

der drier with a screen cylinder 2 at the sides of which 
are two axially located fans 9 and 3. The two fans 
3 and 9 are of a diameter of at least 60% of the cylinder 
diameter and exhaust air from the screen cylinder 2, 
:ausing the ?ber ?eece, which is fed in by the apron 
conveyor 39 and led round the periphery of the cylinder, 
to be held ?rmly on the periphery. The ?ber ?eece 
is discharged at 40. Due to the strong suction action of 
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the two fans 3 and 9, even a. heavy ?ber ?eece can be led 
round the entire periphery of the screen cylinder 2 and 
will adhere well. The area of the screen cylinder not 
covered by the fibre ?eece is closed o? by a cover 49, as 
in all the following possible examples of the invention, by 
at least one cover plate inside the cylinder at locations 
where it is desired to have the, suction discontinued since 
the ?ber ?eece is not carried at such locations. A heater 
section 50 is arranged adjacent each fan discharge. 
The possible arrangement shown in FIGURE 2 is a 

multi-cylinder drier sub-divided into a number of screen 
cylinder groups each of which has a housing 1 in which 
a screen cylinder 2 is located, which should be provided 
with a fan on both sides such as the fans 9' and 3 of 
FIG. 1 but with the fan corresponding to fan 3 of greater 
capacity than fan 9. The individual groups of screen 
cylinders are interconnected by a conveyor mechanism 
for instance an apron conveyor 41. Between the in 
dividual groups of the ?ber ?eece may also be led over 
an apron conveyor 42, a drum 43 and a further apron 
conveyor 44, for instance to loosen up the ?ber ?eece. 
Closable openings 45 give access to the screen cylinders of 
the individual groups. These openings may be used to 
get at the drums for cleaning purposes. Covers or ba?ies 
49a are located in the interiors of the drums at locations 
where the ?eece is not to be carried to shut off the suc 
tion at such location. . 

FIGURE 3 shows an arrangement of pairs of screen 
cylinders 24, 46, each of which is equipped with suc 
tion fans on both sides identical with the FIG. 1 showing, 
enclosed in a housing 47, the individual groups being con 
nected by apron conveyors 25. The openings 26 give ac 
cess to the screen cylinders. Cover plates 49b are located 
where the ?eece is not carried on the drums. 
FIGURE 4 shows a further possible arrangement. 

Here a single overall housing 27 encloses screen cylinder 
groups 28, 29, connected by apron conveyors 34 with a 
screen cylinder group 30, 31; the latter are connected, in 
turn, via apron conveyors 35 with a screen cylinder group 
32 and 33, which likewise has suction fans on both sides 
as indicated in the FIG. 1 showing. Access to the open 
ings of the individual screen cylinders, which are located 
at the periphery of the cylinders, is gained through the 
doors 36 and 37 at the side of the housing. where, for 
instance, entry can be made below the apron conveyor 
34 or 35; access to the screen cylinders is possible from 
here. Additional inspection openings 38 are provided 
at the ends of the housing, through which the operator 
can gain access to the screen cylinders 28 and 33. Covers 
490 are located as indicated to shut o? suction to the drum 
perforations. 
A special feature of the possible arrangement shown in 

FIG. 4 consists in the fact that from the entry point the 
?ber ?eece is led over the top of the screen cylinders 28 
and 29. Being still very moist, the ?ber ?eece is rela 
tively heavy and, in the case of inherently heavy ?ber 
?eeces in particular, there is a risk that it may fall oil 
if led over the underside of cylinder 29. This risk is 
avoided in the arrangement shown in FIG. 4. A per 
forated roller is mounted between the two adjacent cylin 
ders 28 and 29. Such a roller 48, as mounted here for 
example, leads the ?eece smoothly from one cylinder to 
the other (28, 29). The ?ber ?eece having been freed 
of the majority of the moisture after passing over the 
screen cylinder 29, there is no objection to it being 
passed alternately over and under the following screen 
cylinder groups. 1 

What I claim is: 
l. A drier comprising a plurality of spaced housings, a 

pair of screen cylinders in each of said housings, a blow 
er arrangement for each of said cylinders in said housings 
for producing a partial vacuum in said cylinders to hold 
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?brous material on said cylinders, each said blower ar 
rangement comprising a pair of coaxially aligned blow 
ers disposed at opposite ends of the respective cylinder, 
said blower-s being also axially aligned with said respec 
tive cylinders and having a fan diameter of at least 60% 
of the diameter of said respective cylinders, each blower 
having an axial inlet toward the associated cylinder and 
a pair of diametrically opposite discharge outlets to pro 
vide a pair of air circulating paths each including the 

a respective blower and the perforated wall and the inte 
rior of the associated cylinder, a perforated roller dis 
posed between the pair of screen cylinders in at least one 
of said housings for transferring the ?brous material be 
tween such last named pair of cylinders, each of said cylin 
ders having its inner surface provided with at least one 
cover plate to render the section of said cylinder associ 
ated with said cover plate not subject to suction, and 
conveyor means extending between said housings for 
transferring ?brous material from a cylinder in one 
housing to'a cylinder in an adjacent housing. ' 

2. A drier according to claim 1, wherein said blowers 
for each’ cylinder are of different dimensions. 
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3. A drier according to claim'l, wherein, in said one 
housing, the cylinders of the pair rotate in opposite di 
rections and the material passes over both cylinders and 
under said perforated roller; the cylinders of each pair 
in the other housings rotating in the same direction and 
the material passing over one cylinder and under the 
adjacent cylinder of each pair. 
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